
Minutes of Southville Running Club AGM

Tuesday 24th November 2015, 7.30pm

Present: Tony Myers, Chris Hopes, Ruth Cornish, Teresa Oakes, Laura Collacott, Eva 
Schroeder, Ruth King, Paul White, Mark Ducker, Pete Webb, Matt Wright, Mike McBeth, 
Aaron Mo, Dave Braithwaite, Sam Blanning, Andy Ventham, Matt Lamour, Mike 
Karthauser, Gary Jennings, Richard Nicholls. 

1) Introduction and Chair’s report
Tony welcomed everyone to the meeting and circulated his report. 

2) Treasurer’s Report
Around £2,500 in the black. Allowances made for Nightingale Nightmare costs and recent
outlay on kit. Notable expenditure for the year includes gazebos and EA training. Online 
payments via PayPal have allowed data that brings an extra layer of detail.

Contribution to the National Trust for the Nightingale Nightmare was discussed, with a 
minimum of 2% of takings. It was decided to donate £100 as last year for good 
community relations. The potential for race expansion was discussed but decisions 
deferred until race debrief meeting. 

Investment in further group leader training was agreed. 

3) Secretaries report
Membership now stands at 251 members (addition – 220 EA affiliated). The rise is in part
attributed to the ease of signing up online. 

The implications of EA’s membership fee hike from £12 to £13 was discussed. It was felt 
that we are comparable to other similar clubs in the local area, the advantage to our 
structure being that those who run more pay more. It was decided to follow with an 
increase for SRC/EA membership, from £15 to £16 annually, subject to review.

4) Elections
All current officers were re-elected. James Prestidge agrees to continue as Race Director
on the proviso of more assistance for next year’s race.  

5) Group Leader Co-ordination
Dave Braithwaite suggests that we have more co-ordination on regular groups, 
advertising the sort of groups people can expect via the website. It was agreed to put an 
outline structure up with flexibility in between for quiet nights or sudden whims. 
Action: - Mike to update the website

- Sam to create Facebook group to allow group leaders to coordinate 
among themselves

6) Storage



Emma Bishop raised the issue of storage as we have now accumulated increasing 
volumes of kit and equipment. Bristol City Council’s offer of storage space was discussed
along with commercial options. 
Action: Pete Webb to investigate Council storage practicalities and cost of 

commercial options

7) VLM ballot
Allocation of spaces to clubs was cut this year as the normal ballot expanded. Different 
rules were discussed to ensure the SRC draw is as fair as possible, including the change 
of the rule that states you can’t enter the ballot if you’ve won in the last  5 years. It was 
decided: 

� Anyone entering the club ballot must be EA registered and have entered through 
the normal ballot

� Those in the ballot must be present on the night of the draw, unless there are 
exceptional reasons they can’t be there

� The 5-year rule stands (majority though not unanimously voted), subject to review

8) High-vis
The subtle differences between and relative merits of high-vis, fluorescent, reflective, 
luminous and other fabrics were discussed at great length. Group leaders do not want to 
be in the position of acting as high-vis police. The vast improvement over the last year 
was noted. It was decided: 

� SRC will recommend high-vis, reflective and flashing kit, but it will not be 
mandatory

� More reflective gear will be purchased to loan out on running nights
� We will stock reflective items in the online shop

9) AOB
Christmas Party
30 tickets sold so far. It was pointed out that a small core of people take on the vast 
majority of the organising in the club and that more volunteers are required to share the 
load. Mark has been instrumental in lining up the Christmas party, organising the venue, 
food, DJ and ticket sales so far in the absence of a volunteer committee. This could be in 
part because of the Nightingale Nightmare efforts. It was decided: 

� To push ticket sales until Friday, offering food and a welcome drink only to those 
who buy before Friday as the venue needs final numbers

� To send a mailshot out
� To form a committee shortly after this Christmas party ready for next year

Charity running kit collection 
Aaron asked if it would be ok to collect excess running kit after Christmas to donate to St 
Mungo’s charity appeal. He will hold the donations at his house. Universally approved. 

SRC championship
Chris asked if anyone would like a new format. Decided that it is at Chris’ discretion. 

Brandon Blitz
Possibility of running the Brandon Blitz again was raised. To be discussed separately in 
advance of the next quarterly. 



Sports psychology seminar
Mike K mentioned a seminar that he recently attended on sports psychology that he feels
may be well received by club members. There is a cost attached so it was decided to 
investigate interest and costs and report back. 

Yoga
Eva, a yoga teacher, proposed offering a ½ hour session after running on Tuesday 
covering stretching and core. Jess has agreed that there is space. Eva to look into 
potential costs and charge and make a proposal. 

10) Close



 


